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stopp - take 5 in Action
Take 5 is a simple and effective safety tool that helps us manage risk. The
tool starts with engaging your mind before you physically act. It helps to
raise safelty awareness and creation of corporate wide safety culture.
As they say “If you fail to plan, then you plan to fail”. The company has
created its own version of Take 5 Model called Stopp as described in
following pages and will be known as “Stopp-Take 5”.
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Dear Everyone,
I am extremely pleased to write a foreword for a very important aspect of our daily decision
making. Business sectors, be it Health, Financial, Manufacturing, Transportation, Food &
Beverage and many others, may provide varied services or sell different products. However,
at the core of everything, there is one thing that they all do same is to manage risk. Be it
financial risk, operational risk or reputational risk, risk management is at core of everything.
The Campbell Target Operating Model (C-TOM) is actually built up on the risk management
foundation. The STOPP-TAKE 5 mantra, which is Campbell way of informal risk assessment,
was initiated to support this risk management framework. It is fundamentally very critical to
engage your mind, even if it means for few seconds or minutes, before letting your physical
self-takeover to perform an action.
The STOPP-TAKE 5 process provides such vital moments for reflection, such as to step back,
think through the beginning of task, take into accounts any hazards/pitfalls, and gives you a
clear pathway to perform an action for a final successful outcome. This thought process of
engaging your mind before you jump into something is not just limited to your workplace but
equally can be used in your personal life for better decision making.
Our scriptures have rightly said - mind can be your best friend or your worst enemy. It is up
to us on how we condition our minds before taking decisions. You will have to think this for
yourself. Some decision can be life changing and you want to be sure that you took that time
for STOPP-TAKE 5.
I take this opportunity to thank one and all for their contribution and wishing you all the very
best for the future.
Capt. Rajesh Dhadwal
MD/CEO – Campbell Shipping
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Sea
Man cannot discover new oceans
unless he has the courage to lose
sight of the shore.

-Andre Gide
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STOPP TAKE-5, EXPERIENCE SHARED

– By Capt Prabhat Ranjan (Master CS Crystal)
STOPP – Take 5 model provided by Campbell is one of best tool to Save Life, Time and Money.
It is best way for quick mental risk assessment and very much essential for all.
People must use mind before taking any activity like eating, playing, sleeping, and working.
Recently I experienced a nearmiss which was avoided by STOPP-Take 5 theory.
Vessel was approaching port in midnight. As per the agent pre arrival information, vessel will
get pilot at sunrise. Passage plan was prepared till Pilot station with contingency anchorage
area No.2, which is near to pilot station.
While approaching to Algiers port, Bridge team found that port control or pilot is not responding
to our call or any vessel on VHF. Re-checked both VHF unit for any malfunction, but all was in
order. Continuous call transmitted to confirm berthing or anchoring information on VHF until 2
NM remain to port limit.
As per ECDIS – Anchorage area No.1 is at outer port limit, where as No.2 anchorage was near
pilot station. We were unable to make decision, whether to continue approaching towards pilot
station and continue trying to communicate with Authority or drop anchor at Anchorage No.2
near to pilot station as expecting pilot on sunrise.
As a normal practice STOPP - Take 5 flashes in mind and I decided to abort approach and wait
for communication with Port control / Pilot.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Step back - Engine Stopped about 2 mile off entry to Port Limit / Anchorage area No. 1
Think though – To try alternate means of communication with Port control / Pilot. 		
Satellite voice call to Port control & Pilot station was ringing only. Thereafter commence
contacting nearby vessel who could transmit our ETA to Port control.
Observe – Surrounding traffic condition, fishing traffic evaluation done.
Plan – We changed our plan to drop anchor in No. 1 Anchorage near to entry to port limit
instead of Anchorage no. 2 if no communication established. Intended anchor position
marked on ECDIS.
Proceed – Vessel commence making way towards No. 1 Anchorage with caution.

Duty officer succeeded to make contact with one of nearest vessel while intended new anchorage
position was at 1 NM. Other vessel conveyed our ETA to port control and received their instruction
to drop anchor on arrival at No. 1 Anchorage. We happily dropped anchor at pre-marked anchor
position. Soon after Port control called us with well audible voice to note down our anchoring
position.”
STOPP -Take 5 saved our almost 2 hours of manoeuvring (Fuel), man power and night fatigue.

Thanks to company to provide us one of best quick mental RISK ASSESMENT tool “STOPP-TAKE 5”.
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STOPP TAKE-5, AN ABSOLUTE LIFE SAVER

– By Shyamdas Koonari (Chief Officer CS Crystal)
First of all, let me wish all of the Campbell family members a safe and calm seas, and thank you
for giving me an opportunity in sharing my valuable thoughts on the subject ‘’STOPP TAKE-5’’
It was way back in the year 2012 when I was working onboard as 3rd mate in one of the
Campbell vessel before the introduction of STOPP TAKE-5 in Campbell ship’s, that I first saw
the slogan printed on the working overall of a British petroleum bunker barge officer, and the
words printed in bold were ‘‘ STOPP TAKE-2 ’’. Out of my curiosity to know the meaning of it, I
asked the bunker barge officer who was standing idle near to the fuel transfer hose. He smiled
and replied, ‘‘short break for 2 minutes’’. It took me a little while to understand that he was
making his quick risk assessment by waiting for 2 minutes before he connected the transfer
hose to the manifold.
As I studied more on the subject it was evident that there has
been a lot many safety tools used in our day to day life as
well, used from as young as a school student to a skilled
worker in various industries, either that be STOPP TAKE2 , STOPP TAKE-5 or TAKE-5. All of them echo’s the
same concept and one of the best tool to mitigate the
risks involved.
All of the Campbell ships are displayed with the
safety slogan- STOPP TAKE-5 in various locations,
offices, in and out the accommodation, in the cabins
etc. which is a great way of reinstating the crew
members, the importance of STOPP TAKE-5 in day
today life activities.
STOPP TAKE-5 has exceptionally reduced the risk
involved in many of our work activities let that be
personal or for our team members; it has successfully
eliminated the hidden / unnoticed risks which were missed
out in evaluation during an extensive risk assessment.
I can list out a handful of occasions where it was an absolute life saver. Let me share with you
the last incident where it served handy and helped us quickly get back in safe zone.
While nearing completion of loading wheat in bulk, during the trimming of cargo holds at
Nikolaev port in Ukraine, it was noticed that the ship’s drafts marks were out for about 10
cm both fwd and aft. Vessel was supposed to load up to the max permissible draft at river
waters considering an even keel condition at the arrival port in Algeria with a draft restriction
of 9.75 mtrs. The entire loading operation up till the intermediate survey was completed in
just about 16 hours. It was around midnight while trimming of cargo holds we had noticed
the minor difference in draft, but there was no room for allowance. Before taking any further
step, vessel had stopped the loading operation and considered following the STOPP TAKE-5
approach. Out of commercial pressure, foreman insisted the vessel to continue loading without
any stoppages. However considering the safe loading vessel requested about 5 to 10 minutes
time and followed the STOPP TAKE-5 in the below manner.
1. Step back: Stopped the cargo operation.
2. Think through: Quick revision on what could have gone wrong.
3. Observe: Visual survey of 5 sided ship’s draft completed.
4. Plan : Recalculated/revised trimming cargo quantity in each holds.
5. Proceed : Revised plan was presented to foreman for the final execution within the stipulated
5 to 10 minutes.
The above plan has worked very well and ship completed with an even keel draft of 10.0mtr.
Safety stands always above the commercial pressures and any other factors involved. Proud
to work in an environment which has the core safety standards and the basic tool which binds
it all - ‘‘STOPP TAKE-5.’’
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STOPP-TAKE 5 - A PSYCHOLOGICAL APPROACH

– By Sanwaad R. Thombre (2nd Officer - CS Sarafina)
It is a well-known fact that working on board ships involves a lot of hazardous and critical jobs.
Even the normal day to day routine jobs which at first seem to be “easy”, if not carried out with
due diligence, can turn into disasters both for human life and property. Conversely the jobs that
seem to be difficult at first can turn out to be just as easy as routine jobs, only if carried out with
proper planning & procedures and with complete safety. Minor and major risks, if not identified
and controlled can eventually lead to incidents. Here comes the role of STOPP-TAKE 5.
Rather than thinking it as something complicated, let’s try to understand that the phrase STOPPTAKE 5 represents one common goal – ‘SAFETY’.
No human being who is in good mental health would ever want to harm or injure himself. But still
we observe in our everyday lives both at sea and ashore people doing things known to cause
harm to themselves and even to those around them, e.g. not wearing proper PPE when working
on board, not wearing helmet while riding a bike, not following the traffic lights and many more.
There can be two reasons that people get themselves carry
out things which they know can lead to accidents and
that would be: 1. “It won’t happen to me” attitude. Every
person is so busy completing the assigned task that
he neglects all the safety aspects and risks involved
losses situational awareness and eventually forgets
that his basic aim is to live a healthy and safe life
which in turn will help him achieve all his desired
goals. 2. Secondly that the person is not focused.
How we can make this a habit in our actions – Steps
that can be adopted:
One thing that can be emphasized and adopted
by every individual is practicing “Mindfulness”. Being
mindful in our everyday lives can bring a real positive
change in all aspects of our lives especially, Safety aspect
on board ships. If a person is mindful of his actions, then a lot of accidents and near misses
can definitely be avoided as the individual would be completely aware of the situation and can
readily act upon it. Chances of errors would considerably reduce.
The reason that STOPP-TAKE 5 may get ignored is that a person is not fully aware of his actions
because his mind is always wandering at different levels and with different thoughts which
results in risks and hazards getting overlooked.
Mindfulness can be a great contributing factor in increasing situational awareness which is
extremely important on board ships and even in personal lifeand especially for navigational safety
of the vessel. A person who is mentally stable and focused can be a great asset in contributing
towards the overall safety of the vessel and that of his fellow crew mates.
A training session can be incorporated as part of the pre-joining courses. Working on a person’s
psychology and mental health and teaching him the right mental practices before boarding a
ship can automatically solve most of the problems faced on board.
And we can surely believe that if a person is mindful, completely present in the moment and aware
of his actions he will definitely STEP BACK, THINK THROUGH, OBSERVE, PLAN and PROCEED in
every task that he performs thus achieving the very own purpose of STOPP-TAKE 5.
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STOPP TAKE-5, WHY IS IT IMPORTANT

– By Raghavendra Singh Chauhan (Chief Officer CS Satira)
STOPP-TAKE 5 is to identify and resolve threats immediately. It’s an informal risk management
process or a critical step to ensure compliance with all the requirements before starting work
in any workplace. To establish risk management, every ship’s staff is responsible and obligated
to ensure their own safety and the safety of their colleagues including safety of vessel. STOPPTAKE-5 assessment should be used to identify any hazards and list the possible control
measures before any task is started.

How STOP TAKE 5 has
helped or can help in your
day to day work

How we can make this
as habit in our actions –
Steps that can be adopted

STOPP-TAKE5 is typically a safety tool purposely
designed for workers to identify health and
safety hazards before starting any work on
board ship. Ship staff can quickly mitigate
exposure to hazards and other health risks when
they conduct health and safety checks with the
general STOPP-TAKE 5 procedure.

STOPP-TAKE5 are practical safety tools
that continue to be popular every day. They
have been established as effective safety
awareness programs that can be used in any
workplace. Implementing a unique process
of setting time to think about the potential
hazards associated with a specific task
is significant in risk management in every
organization. So, before we commence any
task, ensure that first complete the STOPPTAKE 5 safety assessment which can be a
by heart checklist!

This 5 steps of safety process is primarily done
to prevent possible near misses, injuries, and
accidents.
The risk rating can either be high, medium, or low.
For high risk-tasks, stop the work immediately,
contact your supervisor before starting a
medium-risk task, and speak with the person in
charge about low-risk jobs.
STOPP-TAKE5 can help your day to day work
include questions such as: - What I’m about to do?
- Do I understand the task?
- Do I understand the procedure?
- Do I have the right tools?
- Do I have PPE?
- What can go wrong?
- What can I do to prevent it?
- Are there moving parts?
- Are there energy sources?
- How is the surrounding?
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STOPP-TAKE5 pre-task assessment can be
done before work starts, ensure that you
take at least 5 minutes to complete your
own assessment with the following points:
1. First-stop and think about all the potential
risks associated with the task about to be
performed.
2. Identify or look for any hazards
3. The risks must be assessed by the overall
risk and consider the associated damages
and threats.
4. Preventive or controlling measures
to eliminate or reduce the likelihood of
occurrence
5. Proper monitoring will helps to mitigation
of the likelihood of damages or injuries at
workplace.

Some real life relevant
examples or scenarios
that can be shared
On my last tenure, V/L was old and
hatches opening system failed and the,
emergency hatch opening equipment
was also not on board, and neither did
we have much time to procure/supply
a new one. This was a task that I had
not performed before and it involved
lot of risk as the systems were quite
old and not reliable. We immediately
conducted a meeting to get feedback
from my team to rectify the issues/
hazards we could be facing by using
ship’s crane in order to open the hold
for cargo discharging. We also had our
back-up plan to utilize mooring drums
and chain blocks or choosing of crane
operator. We went ahead with the
first plan successfully to lift the hatch
from resting position however after
covering some distance we failed. We
went ahead with the 2nd plan to pull
the wheel bracket by mooring drum,
but this was also not successful and
at last we resorted to 3rd plan to use
chain block to complete the task. While
determining everything in mind it was
a perfect example of STOPP-TAKE 5.

Relevance of STOP TAKE 5
in our personal life
Most of the things and activities that we do in
our personal life, we must consider using the
concept of Stopp - Take 5. With the experience
that we have gained while working on ships we
indeed realise the importance and relevance
of this concept. It can be for the situations as
simple as before taking a shower we check
the temperature of the water, slippery surface
etc. Even when we are in shopping Malls /
Theaters we look for closest exit doors, clear
parking areas etc we in a way consciously or
unconsciously do practice the STOPP-TAKE 5.
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STOPP TAKE 5 AND SAFETY

– By Ankit Deswal (4th Officer, M.V. Teleri M.)
Good day to all!
1st let me introduce myself. I’m Ankit Deswal, 4th officer working in CAMPBELL SHIPPING. I
started my sea-time in 2016 and I joined CAMPBELL SHIPPING in December 2021.
Shipping industry is one of the biggest industries. About 90% of food, fuel, raw materials, and
finished goods are transported by sea. Transporting cargo between countries involves physical
and financial risks. Every part of the transport business has strict rules. For this reason, the
safety of seafarers is a very important issue in the maritime industry. At present we are already
facing a COVID-19 PANDEMIC due to which seafarers are facing issues related to mental health
and safety of crew. Apart from the day-to-day activity that we handle there are also other
personal stress that we face example thinking about ailing parent or kid, homesickness etc.
This has a great impact on the work area that we do and its very important to have the right
mindset and attitude to maintain the work life balance. Stop Take 5 is one such formal approach
which will always help us in ensuring that we do our tasks well and minimum of error and risk.

Let’s look at Seafarers Safety
in details.

The first rule is “safety”. Every year hundreds
of seafarers lose their lives because lack
of awareness of the simple processes or
approaches to be followed.
STOPP -TAKE 5 means
S – Step back (its is really important to step back and do not rush into anything
without analising and thinking)
T – Think through (think what you will do and what would go wrong if you
took action, thinking is not only for you this for you fellow seafarers
and family)
O – Observe (determine the number of safe and unsafe actions or conditions
in a work area)
P – Plan & prepare (work permit, wear your proper PPE, establish
communication and tagout)
P – Proceed with caution (alertness and prudence in a hazardous situation)
For safety of seafarers onboard and in general life, CAMPBELL SHIPPING COMPANY uses a
STOPP – TAKE 5 which is a simple and effective safety tool. This approach helps to minimise
the risks by identifying, monitoring and managing potential risk. This tool helps you to think and
analyze the work before you rush into it. The tool increases the shared beliefs, practices and
attitude that exist at an establishment and safety awareness.
Also, I’m proud to say that it’s really helpful to reduce the onboard as well as in your day-to-day
life incidents, doesn’t matter whether you are on ship or at shore with your loved ones.
it should not be life incidents it should be accidents. The sentence should be Also I am proud to
say that this concept is really helpful to reduce any accidents on board as well as in our day to
day work activities irrespective of whether we are on ship or at our home with our loved ones.
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Shore
The best helmsmen stand on shore.

-Dutch proverb
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“STOPP” TAKE 5 IN INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

– By Sanjay Gole (Senior Manager – IT & Communications)
In this era of digitalization, information security has
become a key pillar in the success of any organization,
and the field of cyber security is increasingly growing
as one of the top challenges faced by organizations.
Preserving a company’s trade secrets and intellectual
property is critical for the smooth functioning and
business continuityof any business. Since the beginning
of the pandemic, there has been a sharp increase in the
number of cyber security threats, and the estimated
global losses from cybercrime exceeded $1 trillion
in 2020. Over the last decade, the annual budget and
spend by governments as well as private organizations
has seen a steep increase, and organizations are taking
measures to prevent any possibility of cyberattacks.
The Internet and mobile technology are extremely useful tools. However, they can also
be dangerous if misused. Most of the time, we make sure that people are old enough
and have passed special tests before they can drive cars, operate heavy machinery, or
otherwise use potentially powerful technology. This is for their safety and the safety
of others. However, this is not the case with the Internet or mobile technology. Anyone
and everyone has access to these tools, regardless of age or qualification, which can
pose a threat to cybersecurity.
Everyone has a responsibility to ensure their own safety and the safety of those
around them. Every work area or task poses a potential risk to personnel, property, or
the environment.
STOPP - Take 5 is a simple and quick safety check that you can carry out at any stage
of an activity. No matter what your role or where you work, it can help you to think
about the hazards associated with your work and complete your activities safely.
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S

Step back! (do not rush into things - always engage your
mind before your hand)

T

Think through (what do you want to achieve, what can
go wrong and what damage will it cause to me, my team,
and my company)

O

Observe (hazards, challenges, obstacles)

P

Plan & prepare (pre, permits, tag outs, communication)

P

Proceed with caution (check progress)

When you receive any anonymous mail from an unknown person with an unusual linkprovided,
whether personal or official, it would be in your best interest to
PUT DOWN THE MOUSE, STEP AWAY FROM THE COMPUTER, AND FOLLOW
THE STOPP TAKE 5 PROCEDURES
Take an instance where a user receives the below mail:
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The following observations would surface while conducting a STOPP take 5 exercise:

1.

The sender’s email and domain : “post.xero.com”
If the sender’s address has a bunch of numbers or a domain that you don’t recognise
(the part after the “@”),the email is likely spam. Hence, be careful while opening such emails.

2. The subject line : “one time notlce”
Look out for typographical errors. Attackers write spam in a way to get it past spam
filters, i.e., by deliberating inserting typographical errors so that the mail is not flagged as a
spam mail. For example, in the above mail,“notice” is spelled as “notlce” and this sometimes
helps such mails get pass the spam filter.
3. Spot unknown attachments or links: “Keep same password” redirection link
Be sure to look at any hyperlinks by hovering over them before you click. The text 		
of the hyperlink might look legit but the actual redirect URL could be something different.
If you are not aware of the source, you should avoid clicking links or downloading
attachments. There is a possibility that if you download these links or attachments, a
virus or malware can enter your computer and destroy your data. Malicious files are
mostly in the .docx format or zip format.
4. Watch out for content that is too good to be true. s,you may receive an email
where the content is unbelievable - this will almost always be spam. For example,
a mail claiming that you will get a large sum of money if you download/click
on a particular link. These emails are phishing scams to get information from you.
These emails come in various forms, which encourage the recipient to provide personal
information. Make sure you avoid opening such spam emails.

Spam is dangerous and can leave your data or computer vulnerable to cyber-attacks. Stay
alert and stay secure. You can be sure that you are safe by typing the link that the mail
contains to validate/check the content it states rather than clicking on the link. You can
also use third-party security sites to check the email for any virus or malware.

https://transparencyreport.google.com/safe-browsing/search

THE STOPP TAKE 5 ASSESSMENT
PROCESS WILL HELP YOU AVOID
BECOMING A CYBER VICTIM.
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APPROACH - “STOPP - TAKE 5 - IN ACTION”

– By Shrikant Pande (Manager – Purchasing)
It’s a critical step before acting on the critical situation or accident
in any workplace. Establish a risk management solution such as
Take 5 forms to identify and resolve threats immediately. In risk
management, every staff member is responsible and obligated to
ensure their own safety and the safety of their colleagues. Take-5
assessment forms should be used to identify any hazards and list
the possible control measures before any task is started.
Stopp Take 5 safety is a 5-step procedure to prevent accidents
and overall make their working environments safer.
How Stopp Take 5 has helped or can help in your day to day work
The basic process is:
S – Step back (Do not rush into things –Always engage your mind before your hand)
T – Think through (what do you want to achieve, what can go wrong and what damage it
will cause to me, my team and my Company.
O – Observe (Hazards, Challenges, Obstacles)
P – Plan and prepare ( PPE, Pemits, tag outs, communication)
P – Proceed with caution (check progress)
Stopp Take 5 forms are practical safety tools that continue to be popular every day. They have
been established as effective safety awareness programs that can be used in any workplace.
Implementing a unique process of setting time to think about the potential hazards associated with
a specific task is significant in risk management in every organization. So, before we commence
any hazardous task, ensure that they first complete the Take 5 safety assessment checklist!
How we can make this as habit in our actions – Steps that can be adopted
A take 5 pre-task risk assessment is designed to help crew identify and control hazards before
starting work. Take 5 does not take much time to complete this checklist by following the points
below:
•
•
•
•
•

Stop and answer the required questions before proceeding with the task.
Identify hazards and take or attach photo evidence. Assess the risk level and provide the
control measures required to reduce the risk.
Assess if all identified hazards are controlled or removed.
Add notes or comments where necessary.
Sign off with digital signatures.

•
•
•
•
•

Task/Activity – What will you be doing?
Equipment/Machinery – What will you use to accomplish your task?
Materials/Supplies – What will you be handling?
People – Other than yourself, who is involved in the completion of the task?
Place – Where will you be doing this activity?

Go through the questions of Section 1 (Stop, Step Back and Think) and tick the relevant yes/no
boxes. For any of the questions where you tick the bold boxes on this checklist, you should NOT
proceed with your tasks. Instead, be sure to contact your supervisor and wait until the question
has been addressed.
The purpose of these questions is to help identify any relevant permits, procedures or training
that must be in place before commencing your work.
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Processes: Be mindful of any existing tasks or procedures. If there is any change to the way
tasks are done, it is important not to be complacent, and to identify where any new hazards
have been introduced. If so, a change in processes must be managed.
Permits: For any permits, think about the work you need to complete, and if any of those
tasks have their own separate permit processes. Ask your supervisor if you’re unsure about the
requirements of any high-risk tasks you have to do.
Training: Ensure that you have (or have access to) relevant training to perform the tasks you
need to do. Check that you are competent and licenced to complete your work safely.
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE): Check that you have the appropriate PPE you need
to complete your tasks. PPE can include equipment such as: breathing apparatus, hearing
protection, life preserver, water, sunscreen etc. Not only have that, but check that your
equipment is still not outof date, and in good condition.
Clarity: check that you have a clear plan in mind to complete your work. Do you know what is
required? If not, be sure to ask for clarification.
Some real life relevant examples or scenarios that we face in our purchase department are as
follows:Purchasing is a key for smooth running of the operations / business of the Co. at each step in
the procurement process STOPP – Take 5 is performed this helps us identify key challenges
and how the same can be addressed to avoid any surprises at a later date.
For eg: liner –
Once we receive a spares REQ then we immediately perform STOPP TAKE 5.
S : We thing which is the best location to source based on vessel ETA or should that be directly
sent on board / warehouse as per need of emergency.
T : Best quality of material, at right price & as per timeline.
O: See if there are any port restriction, custom clearances limitation, availability of genuine
vendors, availability of martial as per the timeline required.
P : Once we address all concerns as mentioned above then we start the actual purchasing
activity.
P : While the activity is conducted we observe the same & monitor the activity throughout entire
execution, learnings obtained is used for subsequent purchases as an overall improvement.
Relevance of STOPP TAKE 5 in our personal life
When I was planning to buy home in Virar, we used below STOPP TAKE 5 activity.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Railway connectivity for commuting to office,
Environmentin the society and grooming and development of my children,
Budgetconsideration,
Growth / appreciation of property prospect,
Builder developer credibility.

Based on the above parameters of the 3 properties shortlisted we could chose the one that
fulfilled most of these criteria&accordingly we purchased that one.
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STOPP - TAKE 5 - IN ACTION

– By Sukhvinder Singh (Training Superintendent)
According to the International Maritime Organisation
(IMO), “Shipping is perhaps the most international of
all the world’s greatest industries and one of the most
dangerous”. This means that in shipping industry
even the most basic job of transporting cargo across
oceans involves great amount of risk, involving both
physical and financial aspects
Personal safety or safety of life at sea comes at the
top of the priority list as there is no loss that can be
considered greater than the loss of human life.
When we talk about personal safety, it is important
to understand that just by providing the right safety
equipment to seafarers a safe working environment
cannot be created. You can provide long hours of
training and seminars to ensure that the crew knows
and understands all the safety features of your ship.
However, do note that this would not guarantee a
secure working environment. Unless seafarers realize
the importance of safety, hours and hours of training
imparted on safe working practices wouldn’t bring
any results. As a seafarer, it is extremely important
that the duties onboard ships are performed with an
utmost conscious mind in order to avoid any kind of
harm to the crew or the ship. But the attitude to keep
an agile mind doesn’t come on its own. Moreover,
no one is going to stand by you forever to make
sure that all duties are performed articulately along
with the right safety measures. It is only through
persistent self-motivation and training can a seafarer
develop the right attitude towards on board safety.
Every person has a safety conscious mind. However,
many a times we avoid safe practices just to get
over with the job quickly or are too lazy to follow
additional safety procedures. Such attitude needs to
be shunned!
There is a need to develop safer habits to overcome
our “slack attitude” towards safety and to make our
working environment safer and secure. Only through
consistent practice can one form the right mindset to
inculcate safe working procedures.
“SAFETY IS ASTATE OF MIND—ACCIDENTS ARE
AN ABSENCE OF MIND”
Ultimate personal safety can be said to have achieved
when safe working habits become an integral part of
one’s reflexes rather than self-initiated actions. For
example, if a ball is thrown at your face, your hands
will automatically move to stop the ball. This is known
as a reflexaction. When such reflexes take form of
safe practices and become an inherent part of a
seafarer’s working behaviour, the ultimate personal
safety attitude is said to have achieved. This natural
instinct of a safety conscious mind is the key factor
for developing the right attitude in seafarers.
Disciplined working procedures and consistent

practice are the two aspects which play a
major role in achieving the right mind set.
To make sure that you maintain acertain
level of safety while working on ship, there
is a CAMPBELL universal checklist which
you need to follow. It is called “STOPP
Take 5”.
To ensure that you take the right course
towards personal safety, follow these 5
important checks before carrying out any
operation or work.

STEP BACK, THINK THROUGH,
OBSERVE, PLAN & PROCEED.
Every individual working with Campbell
is expected to practice STOPP TAKE- in
basically everything he/she does onboard.
The idea is to take 5 minutes off before
doing any job, big or small and ensure your
safety by following the STOPP process.
It is nothing but an informal risk assessment
carried out mentally by an individual.
Why is safety important in workplace?
Safety in the workplace has a significant
impact on many business KPIs. In other
words, saferworking environments benefit
from fewer accidents, which results in
fewer occupational health costs, better
employee retention and satisfaction, less
employee downtime, and less retraining
time.
In CAMPBELL CORE VALUESSAFETY is the first point.
Even our philosophy emphasise on SAFETY
“SAFETY OUR PRIORITY EXCELLENCE OUR COMMITMENT”.
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STOP TAKE 5 – THE MISSED BOAT!

– By Prakash Choudhary (Human Capital Manager – Marine Operations)
“Safety first is safety always!” - So goes the saying.
I have come across many processes which talk about
safety - more so for a shop floor or onboard a vessel.
But for the first time, I was introduced to a safety
process that could be applied to every walk of life. Stop
Take 5 as a process was introduced to me first by our
MD - Capt. Rajesh Dhadwal during my orientation in
2020. He passionately explained the significance and
value of Stop Take 5 to identify, assess and control
potential risks at every possible step. However, its
practicality has been well understood by me in these
past few months.
At Campbell, I have always tried to implement the Stop
Take 5 and the process has been of immense help to
me and my team in our day-to-day operations. In fact,
I have seen its effective implementation at Campbell
both at shore and onboard the vessels. The most
beautiful aspect of Stop Take 5 is, that when effectively
implemented, it can guide you to strengthen your
process to be more error-free irrespective of where
you are in a process.
In this article, I would like to share a recent incident
that gave me good insights into Stop Take 5. The
incident revolves around a particular vendor invoice.
Now the process involved the invoice moving from one
module of PAL to another for clearance and payment.
Assuming it to be a seamless process, we had cleared
the invoice from the first module assuming it would
be auto transferred to the next module to be cleared
by our manning department as has been the process.
This process continued for months together. And it was
only during the payment reconciliation; we identified
that there has been a mismatch between the invoice
processed and the actual payment made.
Now, we had identified the problem of mismatch in
payments made but were unable to identify where
the anomaly in the process was. It was a critical
issue owing to its financial implications for the vessel
manning cost. The situation left us quite clueless. It
is at this juncture, that we realized the importance of
using Stop Take 5. The team and I decided to take a few
steps back and relook at the whole process from start
to end using Stop Take 5. We identified the potential
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issues / risks at every step and assessed
them and it is during these analyses we
identified the anomaly was a system error
that had led to the invoices not being auto
pushed to the next module. The systemrelated issues were resolved and the
invoices were reprocessed and cleared
subsequently.
Yes, the issue was resolved with the help
of Stop Take 5 and yes, we once again
learned the importance of Stop Take 5
but for me, the biggest takeaway was
the missed opportunity in using this
wonderful process. Had we detailed this
process earlier, the post facto effort could
have been avoided and the invoices could
have been well cleared on time.
So, my learning would be to avoid taking
Stop Take 5 as a post facto approach to
resolve issues but as a proactive approach
to each and every task. This would make
all our processes full proof of all possible
risks and challenges. It would eventually
lead to a seamless workflow and effective
output at Campbell!
To all my colleagues, make it count with
Stop Take 5 and don’t miss the boat!

Joy of
Giving
Campbell believes that it is our duty to
ensure that we preserve and protect the
natural and cultural resources on this fragile
planet that we all share by contributing
back to our Society in best way we can.
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FREE MEGA
HEALTH CAMP
Campbell
generously
contributes
towards the free Mega Health Camp for
the Seafarers Community. This camp
has been benefitted by more than 200
seafarers.
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Sharing the glimpse of
the Camp conducted

NUSI Academy

Campbell contributes to the NUSI
Academy by providing a donation to
purchase books and desktops which
are widely used for the Education and
Training needs of the Seafarers.
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SNEHA
FOUNDATION
Campbell donated a generous amount to SNEHA (Society for Nutrition, Education and
Health Action) is a secular Mumbai-based NGO. This NGO has been working for the
last 21 years towards improving health, nutrition and safety of women, adolescents and
children living in the most vulnerable urban slum communities.
The donation from Campbell Shipping Pvt Ltd will help SNEHA to continue its work on
improving health and nutrition for women, children and adolescents from vulnerable
settlements.

Awareness session on Maternal
Health in a Government Health
Post (primary health centre)
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Women and
children in one
of the vulnerable
settlements where
SNEHA works

On-ground community events conducted by SNEHA’s staff
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Management
Visit to
CS Celeste

(Left to Right): Capt Rajesh Dhadwal, Thomas Sands, Hubert Chipman, Capt Aung Lin Wai and Dario Lundy Mortimer

Several Board Members’ visit to CS Celeste
in Tampa Florida
On Saturday March 26, 2022 several Campbell Board members journeyed to Tampa
Florida to visit CS Celeste. The Directors included Dario Lundy-Mortimer, Hubert
Chipman, Thomas Sands and Rajesh Dhadwal. Also joining the Directors for the visit was
Mr. Rosevelt Fernandes, Regional Director of ABS, Mr. Jason Berman of S5 Agency World
and Joseph Johnson of Campbell Shipping. The Directors were greeted by Captain Aung
Lin Wai Master of CS Celeste. In his remarks Dario Lundy-Mortimer thanked the crew
for their continued dedication ensuring the vessel was maintained he also noted “While
it was a struggle more and more countries have finally realized and recognized that the
work that each of you do day in and day out is also an Essential Service, and you are
indeed on the front lines. In fact, if it were not for seafarers like you carrying vital cargo
across the globe our supply chains would come to a screeching halt.”
The Directors and visitors toured the vessel and had dinner with the crew recognizing
them for their achievements and sacrifice.
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Campbell acquires
the Supramax
vessel - Jenny M

TAKEOVER OF A NEW VESSEL – JENNY M
We are pleased to announce that the Supramax vessel Jenny M has joined the Campbell
fleet on 8th February. The vessel was bought under joint partnership between Campbell
and Ashley Group and was taken over in Chittagong, Bangladesh. She is presently on a
voyage to load in Gangagram, India.
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Celebrations
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Alone we can do so little; together we can do so much.

– Helen Keller

REPUBLIC DAY CELEBRATION BY CS CRYSTAL TEAM
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WOMEN’S DAY CELEBRATION

NASSAU
OFFICE
From l to r: Cornelia Knowles, Chanelle Johnson, Claudette Allen (Mortimer & Co.), Tina Knowles
(Mortimer & Co.), Davina McKenzie, Agathe Rondeau, and Rekenya Dean.

MUMBAI
OFFICE
From l to r: Namrata Dichwalkar, Dipti Rana, Sandra Sequeira, Sayali Jathan, Preeti Mundhra, Vibhavari
Bali, Priti Bhimra, Nancy Antonisamy, Priyanka Rahate, Jiffy Antony, Gayatri Shelar, Deepali Shah.

MYNAMAR
OFFICE
From l to r: Khaing Khin Oo, Hnin Thazin Moe, Yamin
Myat Aung
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Recipes
Cooking is at once child’s play and adult joy. And cooking done with care is an act of love.

– Craig Claiborne
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BEEF STIR FRY
INGREDIENTS
1KG BONELESS BEEF
2 SPOON L&P SAUCE
2 TBSP OYSTER SAUCE
1 TBSP SOYA SAUCE
1 TBSP BLACK PEPPER POWDER
2 TBSP OIL
2 TBSP CHOPPED GARLIC
SALT AS PER TASTE
SOME VEGETABLES
PREPARATION:
WASH ALL VEGETABLES AND BEEF IN LUKE
WARM WATER. CUT ALL VEGETABLES AND BEEF
IN TO MED. JULIAN CUTS. MARINADE BEEF WITH
SAUCE AND SALT AND LEAVE FOR 30 MIN.
TAKE A NON-STICK FRY PAN AND SAUTE BEEF
WITH OIL UNTIL BEEF BECOMES GOLDEN
BROWN IN COLOUR. ADD VEGETABLES AND
GARLIC AND SAUTE IT FOR 15 MIN. THEN
ADD SALT AS PER TASTE AND BLACK PEPPER
POWDER AND SAUTE FOR FEW MINUTES.

Biswajit Gain (Chef Isabella)
BEEF IS READY TO SERVE WITH OYSTER SAUCE
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GOAN CHICKEN CAFREAL
INGREDIENTS
2 PIECES CHICKEN
1 CUP WATER
½ TSP SALT
2 TBSP CHOPPED CORIANDER
ONE PIECE OF CINNAMON
SIX CLOVES
ONE SMALL PIECE GINGER
FIVE GREEN CHILLIES
½ TSP CUMMIN SEEDS
TWO PIECES OF CARDAMON
ONE TSP VINEGAR
FOUR TBSP OIL
TEN ONION RINGS
PREPARATION:
ADD SALT TO CHICKEN , COOK IN WATER ON FULL
FLAME FOR 3 MINUTES
GRIND CORIANDER, CINNAMON, GLOVES, GINGER,
GREEN CHILLIES, GARLIC, CUMMIN SEEDS,
CARDAMON,VINEGAR TO PASTE
ADD PASTE, 2 TBSP OIL AND ONION RINGS TO THE
COOKING CHICKEN AND REDUCE FLAME TO LOW
AFTER TEN MINUTES ADD TWO MORE TBSP OIL
SIMMER ON FIRE TILL ALL THE WATER EVAPORATES
AND THE CHICKEN READIES
SEVRE HOT WITH SALAD AND CHIPS.

Rosary Brighton (Chef CS Crystal)
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Rewards &
Recognition
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We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence
then, is not an act, but a habit.

- Aristotle

Awardees sharing few words on
the rewards and appreciation!
PAT ON THE BACK

– By Raghavendra Chauhan (Chief Officer)
I am deeply honoured by my superiors
for this recognition of my work. I would
like to thank all the management staff
for selecting this kind of recognition in
our company as ‘PAT ON BACK’ and
honouring us with this award. Well,
this is a very proud moment for me
as it took approximately 10 years to
reach this platform. But let me tell you,
I didn’t walk alone; I was accompanied
by all the valuable staff members and
the dedicated employees who have
worked day-in and day-out to make
the company one of the most recognizable brands in shipping industry. Here, I would especially
like to thank our Human Capital team too, who believed in me and gave us continuous employment
whenever I gave my availability which motivated a lot to work hard and give the best services in
my capacity.
I would like to take some moment today to especially thanks the Human Capital Department and
the Management who have worked with much dedication and formulated policies which not just
work for the benefit of shore staff, but also helps sea staff to maintaining their work-life balance
and thus meeting the company’s common objective.Last but not the least of course, winning
these honors wouldn’t have been possible without my family’s moral support and inspiration; they
are truly my backbone.
I sincerely thank each one of you for your continuous support and also all the Sea & Shore staff
who are directly or indirectly involved in the making and functioning of our company brand”

PAT ON THE BACK

– By Capt. Maneshsankar Hegden (CS Calla)
Pat on the back is an wonderful initiative by
the company appreciating the employee. This
award is joint and collaborative effort of all the
Team members. I would like to give thanks to
each and every member in my team to make
this happen who has always supported me to
do my best in my role and for the company.
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PAT ON THE BACK

– By Capt. Rathan Joseph (CS Sonoma)
I would like to take this opportunity
to thank the management for
considering and giving me this award
and appreciating my hard work
and dedication towards my job and
responsibility.
Would also like to thank all ship’s
staff onboard and shore staff who
have equally supported me during my
tenures to achieve this award, as there
is a standard phrase in shipping which
I strongly believe there is no “I” only
“we” in our trade.
I have been working with Campbell
from past 5 years and served on seven vessels as master, during this journey have come across
various changes and improvements made within the company and always proud to be a part of
the company who has the vision to rise and be the best.
Though we have and still facing lot of challenges from past few years due to COVID which
has significantly impacted our lives on board and home we still continue to work hard with full
dedication and take pride in our jobs and always committed to serve to best of our abilities.
Would like to extend a big thanks to our family (spouse) without whose support it would not be
possible for us to serve onboard as they take full responsibility at home in our absence and in
spite of lot of problems they face at home always say “all is well” with a smile and encourage us.

PAT ON THE BACK

– By AB TilakDhuri (CS Caprice)
I’m working with Campbell Shipping since past
5 years. I started my carrier from Tr.Os to AB in
this wonderful fleet. During my 5 years tenure
I got to learn and experience a lot from my
senior staff as well as from the crew. Most of
credit goes to my mentor Capt.PrabhatRanjan
who helped me a lot and guided me . All the
bosun’s ,the chief officers I have worked with.
I would like to thank them for recognizing and
appreciating my potential and further taking it
to the company. I would keep working harder
to get more pat’s .

PAT ON THE BACK

– By Capt. Suma Adarsh Ramahanrannair (2nd Engineer - CS Calvina)
Pat on the back is an wonderful initiative by the company appreciating the employee. This award
is joint and collaborative effort of all the Team members. I would like to give thanks to each and
every member in my team to make this happen who has always supported me to do my best in
my role and for the company.
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Promotions

PROMOTIONS - SEAFARERS
Jan 2022-March 2022
NAME OF THE
SEAFARER

EARLIER POSITION

PAWAR, AMOL ARUN
SINGH, JASDEEP
YADAV, GOVIND RAMJEET

TRAINEE MARINE ENGINEER
TRAINEE MARINE ENGINEER
WIPER

NEW POSITION

MONTH AND
YEAR 0F
PROMOTION

CURRENT
VESSEL

JUNIOR ENGINEER W.K.
JUNIOR ENGINEER W.K.
OILER

JAN, 2022
FEB,2022
JAN, 2022

CS CALLA
CS SATIRA
CS JENNA

PROMOTIONS - SHORE
Jan 2022-March 2022
NAME OF THE EMPLOYEE

EARLIER POSITION

PREETHI MUNDHRA

ASSISTANT MANAGER PURCHASING
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NEW POSITION

MANAGERPURCHASING

MONTH AND YEAR
0F PROMOTION

JAN-22

New
Joinee
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SEAFARERS-NEW JOINEE
JAN 2022-MARCH 2022
NAME

CUR. RANK

JOINING
DATE

ALAM, TANWIR
AMBILKAR, ADIL RIZWAN
SARAK, ABHILASH BAPURAO
ZAW ZAW THET
JAISWAL, RAJNEESH
MIN THEIN HTUT
YE THUYA NAING
PYAE PHYO
PHYOE HAN NAING
ZIN MIN HTEIK
CHOWDHURY, MOHAMMAD FARHAD QUADER
THET ZAW
KYAW THIHA
PATEL, OMPRAKASH
KUSHWAHA, SUNIL KUMAR
SHUKLA, ABHIGYAN
MANIMARAN, PARANTHAMAN
RAWAT, ANSHUL
YADAV, MANISH KUMAR
JOHN, JITHIN
GADEKAR, SAHIL VISHWAS
SOOD, RICHEEK
SURADA, JAGADEESH
NAING MIN HTUT
KAUNG HTET SAN
PEREVERZEV, VOLODYMYR
LOKESH, SAKTHIVEL
YADAV, AKHILESH
SINGH, VISHAL
MISHRA, HARI NARAYAN
ANKUSH
PANDIT, NISHANT VIRENDRA
SINGH, SUKHVINDER
KYAW THU REIN
RAI, NISHTHA
RODRIGUES, FIEL
CHANPREET SINGH
SHETTY, DEVIPRASAD VISHWANATH
JAISWAR, SHAILESH RAMDHYAN
MUKHERJEE, JUBIN
RATHORE, RAHUL
GOVINDA, ANAND RAO
GOND, RAJKUMAR
VERMA, MANEESH
BUSHIRA, MUKTAR OUMER
KYAW MOE AUNG
MIAZI, ABDUL MOMEN
TUN LIN OO
MARACHALIL, VISHNU
KAZI, ASIF AMIRUDDIN

OILER
4TH ENGINEER
OILER
CHIEF ENGINEER
JUNIOR MARINE ENGINEER
OILER
ABLE BODIED SEAMAN
ORDINARY SEAMAN
2ND OFFICER
ABLE BODIED SEAMAN
CHIEF OFFICER
CHIEF ENGINEER
2ND ENGINEER
WIPER
WIPER
JUNIOR MARINE ENGINEER
2ND OFFICER
DECK CADET
WIPER
OILER
TRAINEE SEAMAN
TRAINEE MARINE ENGINEER
TRAINEE SEAMAN
3RD OFFICER
OILER
3RD ENGINEER
TRAINEE MARINE ENGINEER
TRAINEE FITTER
DECK CADET
FITTER
WIPER
3RD ENGINEER
CHIEF ENGINEER
MASTER
CHIEF OFFICER
3RD ENGINEER
ABLE BODIED SEAMAN
MASTER
FITTER
4TH ENGINEER
DECK CADET
TRAINEE SEAMAN
TRAINEE FITTER
ABLE BODIED SEAMAN
CHIEF OFFICER
CHIEF ENGINEER
2ND ENGINEER
CHIEF OFFICER
FITTER
CHIEF OFFICER

06-Jan-2022
06-Jan-2022
06-Jan-2022
10-Jan-2022
22-Jan-2022
25-Jan-2022
25-Jan-2022
25-Jan-2022
25-Jan-2022
25-Jan-2022
26-Jan-2022
27-Jan-2022
27-Jan-2022
30-Jan-2022
02-Feb-2022
02-Feb-2022
02-Feb-2022
05-Feb-2022
05-Feb-2022
05-Feb-2022
05-Feb-2022
05-Feb-2022
05-Feb-2022
07-Feb-2022
07-Feb-2022
08-Feb-2022
12-Feb-2022
12-Feb-2022
13-Feb-2022
14-Feb-2022
17-Feb-2022
17-Feb-2022
17-Feb-2022
19-Feb-2022
23-Feb-2022
27-Feb-2022
27-Feb-2022
03-Mar-2022
05-Mar-2022
09-Mar-2022
09-Mar-2022
09-Mar-2022
09-Mar-2022
09-Mar-2022
10-Mar-2022
10-Mar-2022
10-Mar-2022
12-Mar-2022
12-Mar-2022
17-Mar-1927
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JOINED
VESSEL
CS JADEN
CS JOLA
CS JADEN
CS CALLA
CS CALVINA
CS CELESTE
CS CELESTE
CS CELESTE
CS CELESTE
CS CELESTE
Isabella M
CS CELESTE
CS CELESTE
CS SONOMA
CS CRYSTAL
CS CRYSTAL
CS CRYSTAL
Jenny M
Jenny M
Jenny M
Jenny M
TELERI M
CS CAPRICE
CS JENNA
CS JOLA
Jenny M
CS CANDY
CS CANDY
CS CALVINA
CS SONOMA
CS SATIRA
CS SATIRA
CS SATIRA
CS CAPRICE
CS JENNA
CS CALVINA
CS CALVINA
CS CANDY
CS SATIRA
ELLIE M
ELLIE M
ELLIE M
ELLIE M
ELLIE M
CS CRYSTAL
CS CRYSTAL
CS CRYSTAL
TELERI M
TELERI M
CS CAPRICE

OFFICE-NEW JOINEE
JUNE 2021-DEC 2021
JOINING
DATE

NAME

DESIGNATION

Office

Shalabh Bansal
Ambika Patole
Aftab Abbas
Amit Arun Kolte

Consultant-VTM
Purchase Executive
Process Documentation Administrator
Human Capital Marine Operations
Executive

12-Jan-22
24-Jan-22
25-Jan-22
31-Jan-22

Mumbai
Mumbai
Mumbai
Mumbai

Gayatri S Shelar

Human Capital Marine - Planning and
Recruitment Executive

1-Feb-22

Mumbai

Sandeep Pawar
Namrata Keshav Dichwalkar

Assistant Manager - Human Capital
Intern - Human Capital

Mahendra Singh Negi

Head Recruitment, Planning and
Operations

1-Feb-22
1-Feb-22
10-Feb-22
11-Feb-22

Mumbai
Mumbai
Myanmar
Mumbai

Rahul Vishwakarma

Human Capital Marine Documentation
Executive

14-Feb-22

Mumbai

Kishore Thawani
Anita Singh
Wanna Thike

Human Capital Marine-Planning and
Recruitment Executive
Finance Manager-Commercial
HSEQ Executive

14-Mar-22
21-Mar-22

Mumbai
Mumbai
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The Mumbai Office:

The Nassau Office

Campbell Shipping Pvt Ltd
601/6th Floor, 444,
The Corporate Lounge,
Linking Road, Khar West,
Mumbai - 400052

Campbell Maritime Centre
1st Floor, West Bay Street,
P.O. Box N - 7003,
Nassau, New Providence,
The Bahamas

Contact: +91.22.61456789

Contact: +1.(242).397.1795

Email: mumbai@campbellshipping.com

Email: nassau@campbellshipping.com

The Singapore Office

The Myanmar Office

Campbell Bulk Pte Ltd
Level 17, Fraser Tower,
182, Cecil Street,
Singapore 069547

Campbell Shipping Myanmar Ltd
16, Mya Khwar Nyo 2 Street,
Yuzana Housing, 7 West Ward,
Thaketa Township,
Yangon, Myanmar

Contact: +65.69569008
Email: chartering@campbellbulk.com
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Contact: +959 5159 366

